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❖ Overview of the Target System 

❖ Target history and status prior to g2p/GEp 

TALK OUTLINE 

❖ Modifications necessary for g2p/GEp (especially the magnet) 

❖ Current status of subsystems 
 

❖ Overview of safety procedures 



POLARIZED TARGET: Overview 

Beam 



❖ The target system has been used at SLAC on 3 occasions 
 E143 (1993) 
 E155 (1997) 
 E155X (1999) 

 
❖ and at JLab on 3 occasions 

 Gen (1998) 
 Gen + RSS (2000) 
 SANE (2008) 

 
❖ Performance during SANE was compromised by failures of: 

 Superconducting magnet 
 1K refrigerator 
 Pumping system 

   

These (and other) subsystems require 
substantial repair, modification, or 
refurbishment for use in Hall A 

POLARIZED TARGET: History 



POLARIZED TARGET: Rotation 

Three directions of target polarization 
(magnetic field) are required for g2p/GEp: 
0°, 20° 7° and 90° 



Pivot Point: Loosen 
flange for rotation 

Magnet, scattering chamber, 
fridge, target insert & donut 
all rotate as a single entity. 

There is no room for the 
pumping donut in Hall A! 
Need another way to 
accomplish magnet rotation. 

Rotating platform 

Pumping “donut” 

POLARIZED TARGET: Rotation (old) 



Rotating platform 

Pivot Point: Rotating 
vacuum seal 

Magnet & vacuum jacket 
rotate independently of 
refrigerator & target insert 

POLARIZED TARGET: Rotation (new) 



❖ New 1K refrigerator was necessary because original was damaged SANE. 
 
❖  Refrigerator construction is complete, and successfully tested Sep. 2011. 

POLARIZED TARGET: Refrigerator 



❖ Longer insert necessary to match new rotation scheme.   
 
❖ Carbon fiber insert is more rigid and rugged than SANE inserts 
and pinned at the top of the fridge, not at the bottom. 
 
❖ Construction is complete and tested Sep. 2011.  
 
 ❖ A 2nd insert is under assembly. 

POLARIZED TARGET: Sample Insert 



❖ Three Alcatel 2060H rotary vane pumps 
were damaged during SANE.   
 è replaced with magnetically-coupled               
Pfeiffer DUO65. 
 
❖ Pump controls have been modernized in 
manner of Hall B polarized target. 
 
❖ Successfully tested Sept. 2011. 
 
❖ Replacement pump set (6000 m3/h) is on 
hand, courtesy of UNH & ORNL. 

POLARIZED TARGET: Pumping System 



❖ UVa and JLab Target Groups have multiple 
microwave tubes and power supplies and 
various microwave components for 5T 
operation (140 GHz). 

❖ JLab & UVa Target Groups have multiple 
Liverpool Q-meters and other NMR electronics for 
5T operation (213 MHz). 

❖ UVa Target group will provide 70 GHz microwave 
equipment for operation at 2.5 Tesla.  Existing NMR 
components will operate at 107 MHz. 

POLARIZED TARGET: Microwaves & NMR 

❖ All other electronics are currently in house, 
mostly in Hall A. 

❖ Software (LabView and EPICS) are updated 
clones of SANE software. 



❖ Will utilize the same 500 liter LHe 
dewar as SANE.  No modifications 
required. 
 
❖ Dewar will be filled from ESR via 
distribution can normally used by Hall A 
cryotarget.  Boil-off returned at 5 – 6 K. 
 
❖ System is installed in Hall A, ready to 
pump/purge and cool-down. 
 

POLARIZED TARGET: Buffer Dewar 



Room temperature leak check 
Oxford, 4-4-11 

POLARIZED TARGET: Magnet 

❖ 5T superconducting magnet quenched multiple 
times during SANE.  Magnet was non-operational 
after quench of Nov. 31, 2008. 
 
❖ Emergency repairs performed at JLab included 
splicing 4 broken superconducting wires.  SANE was 
completed although random quenches persisted. 
   
❖ Magnet was returned to Oxford instruments for 
refurbishment (D. Crabb), ramped twice to 5T and 
returned April 25, 2011. 
 
❖ Magnet was successfully tested on 3 occasions at 
JLab at both 5T and 2.5T. 
 
❖ Magnet quenched Sept. 2011 while holding at 
approx. 4T.  Unable to re-enegize afterward (non-
superconducting). 



POLARIZED TARGET: Magnet 

❖ Subsequent investigation by Target Group revealed multiple broken wires 
and multiple shorts to ground. 

Based on severity of coil damage, and 
magnet’s recent history, the decision was 
made to abandon it in favor of a similar set of 
coils from Hall B. 



❖ Successfully used for multiple experiments in Hall B, 1998 - 2008. 
 

❖ No foreseeable use with CLAS12. 
 
 
 

The cryostat is very different, �
but the MAGNET is quite similar! �

The Hall B Polarized Target 



The Hall B Magnet 

v  5.0 T at 121.2A 
 

v  ±50° cone on downstream side only 

v  3” opening for beam on upstream side 
 è replace 20° runs with 7° 

 
v  ±16° openings at 90° 

v  10-4 homogeneous region is “a 2 cm cylinder” 
è may require use of smaller targets 

Specifications 



The Hall B Polarized Target 

Magnet removed from cryostat 



Adapter plate and plumbing engineered 
by Dave Meekins. 

❖ Load on adapter plate includes 440 lb 
weight of magnet plus 

 10% seismic load 
 10% magnetic load (vert. & horizontal) 

All components far exceed load requirements. 
 
❖ Hall B magnet is smaller, contains less LHe, 
and has less stored energy than the original, 
Hall C magnet. 
 
❖ Pressure-relief analysis performed for worst-
case, “catastrophic” failure:   
Vacuum window rupture + magnet quench 
 

    è Total helium mass flow: 1.6 kg/s 
 
Max. pressure allowed by code: 36.3 psi 
Max. pressure during failure :     31.6 psi 
 

Hall B Magnet in g2p Cryostat 



Magnet is aligned to scattering chamber, 
and leak tight at room temperature. 

Hall B Magnet in g2p Cryostat 



POLARIZED TARGET: Safety Overview 

❖ Target will be manned by a trained operator (Counting House or Hall A) 
whenever the magnet is energized. 
 
❖ Magnet MUST be de-energized to allow  access to lower, beam-level deck. Any 
exceptions will require a TSOP.   
 
❖ Access to upper deck will be limited to trained target personnel and ARMS.  
RAD-II may be required for upper deck – to be determined. 
   
❖ Appropriate signage will be in place for magnet, vacuum, high voltage, etc.  
Warning lights around the magnet/target will activate with a magnetic switch.  
Switch will also be tied into the FSD. 
 
❖ JLab Target Group will play a significant  role in the daily operation of the target. 
 



POLARIZED TARGET: Summary and Schedule 

❖ All modifications (including a new magnet) for the g2p/gep experiments are complete. 
 
❖ Majority of equipment is already in the Hall. 
 
❖ One last thing to align in the EEL.  Cryostat will be taken to Hall A mid-week. 
   
❖ Estimate 3 – 4 weeks of installation and debugging. 
 
❖ Still on track for mid-February beam. 
 


